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October 21, 1968

LOOKING FROM YESTERDAY

Taylor University has a history 122 years long. History is the record of
change and the story of what persists and continues in the life of an institution
while change takes place. The anchor points are important, the process of change
Is significant, and many of the elements that have changed were relevant and
productive at their tim: and pice' in the course of the institution's life.
For example, Taylor University in Fort Wayne had the first medical school
in Indiana, the history of which was the basis of what later became the present
medical school of Indiana University. I have In my office the diploma which
accompanied the first medical education degree that was conferred upon a physician
in the state of Indiana. After his death, the diploma was presented to us by his
widow. Ago.i n, Taylor University conducted a master's degree program in theology
for many years. But this was no longer a viable program when seminary education
became popular and was made a virtual requirement for performance in the church
vocations.
These, plus a separate music school, were the components of an academic
complex that made Taylor a university in its organization. The medical college
was separated before the university was relocated, but the music school and the
graduate division were still parts of the program when Taylor came to Upland in
1893. During the first half of the 20th century, in the gradual evolution of which
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-2was c::haracterlstic:: of educ::ational institutions until rec::ently, the music:: sc::hool was
absorbed into the regulor c::ollege c::urric::ulum and the theology master's program
was re-formulated into pre-theologic::al preparation for seminary. These moves
were beamed toward organization\. for regional acc::redltation as a liberal arts
c::olleg" and this was ac::hieved in 1946.
Names of institutions are not easily c::hanged. It is dlffic::ult and expensive
legally, and c::ould be expensive In terms of good will and flnanc::lal support. I
was Dean at the time of our prftPOratlon for ac::c::redltation, and so was involved In the
dec::lsion not to c::hange the name. This was also with a view to the future, when
further growth may again suggest organizational c::hange.
Speaking of name, I sometimes hear same one refer to Bishop Willlam ..Jaylor
as the founder of the University. This is not the c::ase. Fort Wayne College was
re-named Taylor in honor of the Bishop's produc::tive interest in direc::ting freshmen
and funds to the institution. When the University was relocated in Upland, he
laid the c::ornerstone of Old Main, the bui lding whlc::h was destroyed by fire in
January of 1960.
There are other memorable names in our history - Thaddeas Reade, Sammy
Morris, Monroe Vayhinger, Dr. B. W. Ayres. An illustrious line of splendor shines
through the dedic::ated labors of many other teac::hers and administrators, with only
an oc::c::aslonal blemish In the personal quality of the educ::ational program. "Taylor
is people" has been a meaningful motto for at least the last 25 years.

liThe students ·

are what the University exists for" has also been an honest c::ommitment during the
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some period. ,,( Effectively Chrlstian fl has been a conscious gool for much longer.
These slogans are not intended to be arrogant descriptions to which there are no
exceptions in our practice. But they are conscious aims that have served at many
points and on many occasions as powerful inapirations and helpful guidelines in
our cooperative efforts to bring about a

~tter

and bigger educational community.

I hope we will never discord them, not because we think others con measure us
by them and find us faultless, but because we must measure and motivate ourselves
by them and thereby keep Taylor University the best In our competition.
Toy lor, like the majority of colleges and universities in America, was
founded with the primary purpose of training for the vocations in the home and
foreign mission

~f

the church. Without betraying this trust or losing this vision,

oddltlons have been mode to the curricular pattern of the university to provide for
the other major responsibilities of liberal education. Moving through the phase of
"duol purpose" growth in the thirties and forties, science offerings were strengthened
and teacher education became a major program. During the fifties, and in preparation
for the decode of the sixties, the faculty and the trustees, with students participating,
researched and reviewed the curriculum and clarified our offerings as pre-medical,
pre-engineering, pre-theology, pre-business administration, pre-nursing, pre-medical
technology, pre-law and teacher education.
For many years the physical plant consisted of Old Main, the original Sanmy
fv10rris building, Swallow Robin residence hall and the building which is now occupied
by the speech department. (Would you believe it? That buiiUng served in succession

-4as dormitory, science hall, and teacher education center.) MeW residence hall was
built in 1926 and May tag Gymnosium was added in 1931. The library was moved out
of Old Main into its new home in 1950. Morris Hall and the Storer Food Center were
opened in the fall of 1958. These facilities constituted the main academic campus
until 1965, by which time enrollment had reached 850. Between April, 1965 and
September, 1967 the campus was extended southward to provide Wengatz and
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residences, the liberal arts building and the science center. This is how we came to
the 1350 of you who are here today - and now we desperate Iy fee I the need for an
adequate student union facility, a larger library and a chapel-auditorium.
During the same last quarter-century, we have gradually introduced and
implemented the concept af team leadership. What was once contained in the office
of the dean of the university has been decentralized into the additional areas of

~miSSions and student affairs.

The president works with the help of ad-

ministrative and advisory councils, bringing heads of departments, and faculty and
student representatives together. On Friday we will participate in a conference
which involves students, faculty and trustees, not only meeting each other but engaging
in relevant conversation about Taylor: Taday and Tomorrow.
On Wednesday, two representatives of our student government organization
will present the history of student participatian in this whole Taylor process. They
will describe the large place the students have in all of this, and how it has evolved
during the last two decades. In the whole organization there is a high degree of

-5representation, the republican and democratic form of government. Here are some
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examples. (1) The alumni of Taylor . 'e e~five of the twenty-five trustees that
make up the governing board. (2) In the final analysis, Taylor students have always
been the ultimate determiners of who teaches here. The dean recommends, the presldent approves, the trustees concur in that approval; but how Ilkely Is it that the deon
will recommend for any extended period of time a teacher who is "rejected" by a
large majority of the students? (3) Professor Roger Jenkinson and student John Emery
are, in actuality, co-directing this trustee-faculty-student conference, of which
today is the first session. Through It I hope you will examine carefully the history
of Taylor as you hear it today and will hear it Wednesday, and evaluate the progren you have achieved as leaders among colleges and universities. Consider what
you have gained by conversation, consultation and negotiation, which some others

have sought and are seeking by violent and destructive means.
Our theme is Taylor: Today and Tomorrow. I commend to you for the present
and the future these methods that have paid great dividends, even though the pace has
been slow and gradual, the price always of the democratic way of life. The alternative
is impulsive revolution, with its subsequent chaos and sacrifice of the gains that have
been won by better methods.
Organization in a university is not for the purpose of Identifying groups
within it and setting them apart from each other and against each other. It Is,
rather, for the sake of unifying the various components, narrowing and bridging
the natural gaps of age and thought-patterns, and providing channels for easy

-6communication between teachers and students in the free pursuit of truth and In
cooperative expedeoce in growth and""maturation. A university is a center of
learning and light and mutual freedom. A press for power on the part of any component seems almost out of place in an organization where only the power of
ideas, values and personal influence should really count. Dissent and discuuion,
dialogue and debate, are indispensable elements In the examination of ideas
and of life. Disorder, unreason and destruction do not advance our cause. Education does not flourish in a climate of closed minds demanding a new index of forbidden speakers, forbidden investments, forbidden recruiters, forbidden research
and forbidden ideas.
With specific regard to students, the academic community hIlS a two-fold
obligation: to provide sound intellectual experience in a value-oriented fr.-ne
of reference, and to foster the development of mature Individuals who are able
and willing to act responsibly and who are sensitive to the rights of others. These
educational goals can best be realized in an environment that maximizes freedom
to learn and minimizes restraints upon that freedom. But freedom cannot be equated
with the absence of laws and regulations. Freedom can exist only in a reasonably
ordered society. It is, therefore, the responsibi lity of the academic community to
create and maintain an orderly campus life. This responsibility must be shared
by

2JJ

members, at least by representation of all components, of the community.

In the preamble to the Joint Statement on Rights and Freedoms of Students this
principle is made a matter of record. To quote: "The responsibility to secure and

-7to respect general conditions conducive to the freedom to learn is shared by all
members of the academic community."

It Is my hope that, as a result of previous trustee-faculty-student conferences
and more specifically this one, we will undertake a careful re-examination af aur
own Internal system of order. No single oode could serve equally well all of the
varied Institutions of higher learning, but there are certain elements that are common
to all, even to those of us who claim a fundamental Chrlsttan commitment. It seems
to me we have much yet to do cooperatively toward the clarification of

.Jo.

Continued reappraisal and clarification of the specific aims and objectives
of the Taylor pICIiLa"
1 '~'

2.

Coordinate the university catalog and the student life handbook as they
relate to regulations for the acodemic and social conduct of students.

3.

Continuation of the methods and procedures by which Taylor University
has become a relatively free but unified academic community.

4.

Continued recognition of the fact that Taylor is an educational institution and, as such, must be more than just a series of little exercises
in democracy.

Perhaps in our present organization we have the mechanics for this In our
student government organi zation, student affairs committee and the president's
odvisory council. I declare myself for this cooperative way to continue what I think

has been a significant, progreSSive::' productive trend
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